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Dear Parents/Carers, 

Many thanks to those of you who completed the home learning survey. We value your input and we will use this 

feedback to support us in making further improvements to our current provision.  

 
The feedback we received was very positive with parents/carers supporting the view that 

• All children have been able to access class charts successfully through out the period of home learning  

• 80% of parents/carers felt that there was a good variety of tasks being set including online work, games and 
activities, paper based and creative activities.  

• It is pleasing to note that parents agreed with the pitch of the work, with 95% of parents agreeing that the 
tasks being set were either just the right difficulty or provided challenge for their child.  

 
Nearly 70% of parents feedback that they would like to see all tasks set on a Monday with a week deadline, as a result 
we will move towards starting this on Monday the 8th of June which coincides with the beginning of the assessments for 
all year groups and subjects. As per previous correspondence the assessments will be issued in a staggered manner over 
the month and students will have a week to complete the task. Please find below the assessment schedule.  
 

Date Set Subject Year 7 and 9 Subject Year 8 and 10 Return date by student 

8th June 2020 
Maths (7 and 9)                                         

Computer Science (7 and 9)                                        
Business (9) 

History (8 and 10)                        
Geography (8 and 10)                                                                      

Child Development (10)   
Sociology (10)                                                                        

RE (8) 

15
th

June 2020 

15
th

 June 2020 

History (7 and 9)                     
Geography (7 and 9)                    

Child development (9)         
Sociology (9)                                                                                                                           

RE (7) 

English (8 and 10)                                     
Media (10)                                                   
MFL (10)                                            

Art and Photography (8 and 10) 

22nd June 2020 

22nd June 2020 
English (7 and 9)                                    

Art and Photography (7 and 9) 
MFL (9) 

Science (8 and 10)                                         
PE (8 and 10)                                                                               

Food Technology (8 and 10)                                   
Performing Arts (8) 

29
th

June 2020 

29th June 2020 

Science (7 and 9)                                       
PE (7 and 9)                                

Performing Arts/Dance (7 and 9)                                                      
Food Technology (7 and 9) 

Maths (8 and 10)                         
Business studies (10)           

Computer Science (8 and 10) 
6th July 2020 

 
Some parents expressed that they would like their child to be able to submit the work online and that they are informed 
when their work has been submitted to their subject teacher. Through Class Charts, students can submit their work in 
various formats and teacher’s will acknowledge when the above assessments have been submitted so parents can also 
see this and will feedback directly to your child through the platform.  

 
A small number of parents asked for more feedback from the teachers when work is submitted. Teachers have 
previously been focusing on the work of Year 10 and Year 12 students who are already in examination courses but 
during the period of assessments, teachers will be feeding back to all year groups on assessment tasks only. 
Rewards for students who produce excellent work, outstanding exam or test results or to recognize a student of 
the week during this period, will be added to class charts in the usual way to acknowledge student’s effort with 
positive rewards.  
 

Some parents enquired about possible ‘zoom type’ lessons with teacher’s, however at The Academy we will not be 

offering lessons in this forum over this next half term due to concerns over accessibility for all of our students and to 

ensure both our students and staff are safeguarded. Staff will now be focusing on leading small groups of students in 

both Year 10 and 12 over the coming weeks as per the government guidance from the 15th of June, alongside setting of 

assessments for all year groups, feeding back to students and continuing to set remote learning activities for the 

remainder of the summer term.  
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A few parents indicated that they would like to have more resources linked to the students learning to support their 
child. I would like to make you aware of a few available options which other parents and students have found useful.  

• BBC bitesize - https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize 

• Seneca - https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/ 

• Oak National Academy - https://www.thenational.academy/ 

• Gov.UK online resources- https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-

education-resources 

 

I would finally like to remind you all the value of your support in working closely in partnership with the school over the 

school closure and when remote learning has become our new way of working.  

 
It is important for students to experience some daily home learning during this period of change in our usual 

circumstance, but you will not be able to fully replicate a typical school day. We are fully aware that this may vary 

depending upon your individual child and their age. Students must consider their own well being and to support this see 

below some suggestions to support this period of remote learning:  

 

• Establish a clear daily routine 

• Moderate screen time  

• Include fresh air and exercise  

• When studying, devices like phones should be put away to avoid distractions. 

• Healthy eating and sleeping patterns. 

• Where possible, Parental monitoring of study time and completion of tasks 

 
Should you have any specific concerns about your child’s remote learning or assessments please do contact the 
subject teacher or myself so that we can support you moving forwards.  

 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 

Mrs N Williams  
Assistant Head teacher  
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